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Abstrat. A novel �rst order lustering system, alled C 0.5, is pre-

sented. It inherits its logial deision tree formalism from the TILDE

system, but instead of using lass information to guide the searh, it

employs the priniples of instane based learning in order to perform

lustering. Various experiments are disussed, whih show the promise

of the approah.

1 Introdution

A deision tree is usually seen as representing a theory for lassi�ation of exam-

ples. If the examples are positive and negative examples for one spei� onept,

then the tree de�nes these two onepts. One ould also say, if there are k lasses,

that the tree de�nes k onepts.

Another viewpoint is taken in Langley's Elements of Mahine Learning [11℄.

Langley sees deision tree indution as a speial ase of the indution of onept

hierarhies. A onept is assoiated with eah node of the tree, and as suh the

tree represents a kind of taxonomy, a hierarhy of many onepts. This is very

similar to what many lustering algorithms do (e.g. COBWEB, [9℄).

Conept hierarhies an be indued in a supervised or unsupervised manner.

Deision trees are an example of the former, while typial lustering algorithms

are unsupervised.

The ILP system TILDE [2℄ indues �rst order logial deision trees from

lassi�ed examples. In this paper, we show how to adapt the TILDE system

to perform lustering, resulting in the C 0.5 system. To realize this, priniples

from instane based learning are employed. More spei�ally, we assume that

a distane measure is given that omputes the distane between two examples.

Furthermore, in order to ompute the distane between two lusters (i.e. sets of

examples), we employ a funtion that omputes a prototype of a set examples.

A prototype an be regarded as an example. The distane between two lus-

ters is then de�ned as the distane between the prototypes of the two lusters.

Now, the distane measure employed determines whether the learning proess is

supervised or unsupervised. If the distane measure employs lass information,

learning is supervised, if no lass information is employed, learning is unsuper-

vised.

All logial aspets of TILDE are inherited by C 0.5. This inludes the logial

representation of binary deision trees and the learning from interpretations

setting (in whih examples are logial interpretations).



2 The problem

We use the learning from interpretations setting. In this setting, eah example

is a Prolog program enoding the spei� properties of the example. See [5, 3℄

for more details on learning from interpretations.

For instane, examples for the well-known mutagenesis problem [14℄ an be

desribed by interpretations. Here, an interpretation is simply an enumeration of

all the fats we know about one single moleule: its lass, lumo and logp values,

the atoms and bonds ourring in it, ertain high-level strutures, . . .We an

represent it e.g. as follows: f logmutag(-0.7), lumo(-3.025), logp(2.29),

atom(d189 1,,22,-0.11), bond(d189 2,d189 3,7), ... g.

A logial deision tree is a binary deision tree in whih eah node ontains a

onjuntion of literals. This onjuntion may share variables with nodes above it

in the tree. The test that is to be performed at the node onsists of its onjun-

tion, together with the onjuntions on the path from the root of the tree to this

node that share variables with this node or with other nodes sharing variables

with it. This test has two possible outomes (it may fail or sueed), upon whih

the splitting of a luster of examples into two sublusters is based.

The format of logial deision trees makes them perfetly �t as a represen-

tation for a luster hierarhy. Eah node in the tree orresponds to a luster of

examples, and the hierarhial struture of the tree shows how lusters are split

into sublusters. The test in a node an be seen as a disriminant desription of

the two lusters in whih the urrent luster of examples is divided. One luster

is desribed by saying that the test sueeds, the other by saying that it fails.

This view is in orrespondene with Langley's viewpoint that a test in a

node is not just a deision riterion, but also a desription of the sublusters

formed in this node. In [2℄, we have shown how a logial deision tree an be

transformed into an equivalent logi program. This proedure an be used to

obtain desriptions of the lusters.

The purpose of oneptual lustering is to obtain lusters suh that intra-

luster distane (i.e. the distane between examples belonging to the same lus-

ter) is as small as possible and the inter-luster distane (i.e. the distane between

examples belonging to di�erent lusters) is as large as possible.

In this paper, we assume that a distane measure d that omputes the dis-

tane d(e
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; e

2

) between examples e

1

and e

2

is given. Furthermore, there is also

a need for measuring the distane between di�erent lusters (i.e. between sets of

examples). Therefore we will assume as well the existene of a prototype fun-

tion p that omputes the prototype p(E) of a set of examples E. The distane

between two lusters C

1

and C

2

is then de�ned as the distane d(p(C

1

); p(C
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))

between the prototypes of the lusters. This shows that the prototype should be

onsidered as (possibly) partial example desriptions.

For instane, on the mutagenesis problem, the distane ould be the Eu-

lidean distane d

1

between the ativities of the two ompounds, or the Eulidean

distane d

2

between the points in the three-dimensional spae orresponding to

the lumo; logp and ativity values of the two ompounds, or it ould be the

distane d

3

as measured by a �rst order distane measure.



Given the distane at the level of the examples, the priniples of instane

based learning an be used as to ompute the prototypes. E.g. on the muta-

genesis problem, d

1

would result in a prototype funtion p

1

that would simply

ompute the average ativity of the ompounds in the luster, d

2

would result

in a prototype funtion p

2

that would ompute the average instane along the

lumo; logp and ativity values of the ompounds in the luster, whereas d

3

ould

result in funtion p

3

that would ompute the (possibly redued) least general

generalisation

1

of the ompounds in the luster.

Notie that although we employ - in this paper - only propositional distane

measures, we obtain �rst order desriptions of the lusters through the represen-

tation of logial deision trees. Hene, one ould say that we realize 0.5th order

Clustering, whih explains the name of our system C 0.5.

By now we are able to formally speify the lustering problem:

Given

{ a set of examples E (eah example is a de�nite lause theory),

{ a bakground theory B in the form of a de�nite lause theory,

{ a distane measure d that omputes the distane between two examples or

prototypes,

{ a prototype funtion p that omputes the prototype of a set of examples,

Find: lusters in the form of a logial deision tree.

Notie that in this problem-setting, the interpretation i orresponding to an

example e is the least Herbrand model of B ^ e. So, oneptually, the lustering

proess learns from interpretations. This is similar to the Claudien [4℄, ICL [6℄

and TILDE [2℄ systems.

3 C 0.5 : Clustering of order 0.5

C 0.5 employs the basi TDIDT framework as it is also inorporated in TILDE.

The only point where our algorithms C 0.5 and TILDE di�er from the proposi-

tional TDIDT algorithm is in the omputation of the tests to be plaed in a node.

To this aim, we employ a lassial re�nement operator under �-subsumption

[12℄,see [2℄ for details.

Another point where C 0.5 deviates from the lassial TDIDT algorithm is in

its heuristis. TDIDT algorithms typially use two heuristis: a splitting riterion

to selet the best test in a node, and a stopping riterion to deide whether a

given node or luster should be turned into a leaf or should be split further.

The splitting riterion used in C 0.5 works as follows. For a given a luster

C, and a test T that will result in two disjoint sublusters C

1

and C

2

of C,

C 0.5 omputes the distane d(p(C

1

); p(C

2

)). The best test T is then the one

1

Using Plotkin's [12℄ notion of �-subsumption or the variants orresponding to stru-

tural mathing [1, 13℄.



that maximizes this distane. This reets the priniple that the inter-luster

distane should be as large as possible.

Stopping riteria for oneptual lustering are usually less lear. Typially,

the stopping riterion depends on the number and size of lusters one wants to

obtain. In C 0.5, we onsider right now only that eah leaf of the tree should

ontain a minimal number of examples.

4 Appliations of Clustering in ILP

We see a number of interesting appliations of lustering in ILP. We will divide

these into haraterisation, lassi�ation and regression tasks. But �rst, we make

an observation that will be important to all these tasks.

One a deision tree has been indued, there an be two separate arguments

for saying that an example belongs to a luster. One is based on the tests in the

tree. If an example is sorted into a spei� node based on those tests, one has

reason to say that the example really belongs to the luster orresponding to that

node. A seond argument is based on the distane metri. Without performing

any tests in the tree, one an still say that an example belongs to a luster

beause it is lose to the examples in that luster. Both arguments are quite

independent from one another (f. also [10℄).

This means that information an ow in two opposite diretions. One an

assign an example to a luster based on the tree, and predit that its distane to

the examples in that luster will be small; or one an assign it to a luster based

on its distane to the examples in the luster, and predit that it will satisfy

the desription of that luster that the tree gives. While the �rst information

ow has a avour of lassi�ation, the seond omes loser to haraterisation

(although the di�erene between the two is not always very lear-ut).

4.1 Charaterisation of lusters

The fat that logial deision trees o�er a �rst order desription of lusters makes

it possible to perform a kind of abdution. Based on the fat that an example

belongs to a spei� luster (aording to the distane metri that is used), one

an predit that it ful�lls the intensional desription of that luster.

4.2 Classi�ation

It is quite lear that �rst order lustering an be used for lassi�ation; in fat,

the original TILDE system is suh a lassi�ation system. Following Langley's

viewpoint, it is basially a lustering system where the \distane" metri is the

lass entropy within the lusters : lower lass entropy within a luster means

that the examples in that luster are more similar with respet to their lasses.

Sine TILDE needs information about the lasses of its training examples,

it is a supervised learning system. However, lustering an also be done in an

unsupervised manner. The distane metri used to form lusters may or may not



use information about the lasses of the examples. Even if it does not use lass

information, lusters may be oherent with respet to the lass of the examples

in them. This will be illustrated in our experiments.

This priniple leads to a lassi�ation tehnique that is very robust with

respet to missing lass information. Indeed, even if only a small perentage of

the examples is labelled with a lass, one ould perform unsupervised lustering,

and assign to eah leaf in the onept hierarhy the majority lass in that leaf.

If the leaves are oherent with respet to lasses, this method would yield high

lassi�ation auray with a minimum of lass information available. This is

similar to Emde's method for learning from few lassi�ed examples, implemented

in the COLA system [7℄.

4.3 Regression

The above shows that �rst order lustering an be used for haraterisation of

lusters in the data, as well as for lassi�ation. An appliation that has a avour

of both, is prediting numerial values. If lusters are oherent with respet to

some numerial attribute of the examples, one an ompute the average value for

a luster of examples and use this to predit the value of unseen examples. This

is basially what Kramer's SRT system [10℄ does. SRT builds so-alled strutural

regression trees: trees in whih eah leaf predits a numerial value instead of a

symboli lass and the tests in the nodes are onjuntions of literals.

5 Experiments

We have evaluated some of the ideas proposed in this paper using a preliminary

implementation of C 0.5. Conerning the evaluation of a lustering system, there

is the fundamental problem of how to evaluate the quality of a set of lusters as

there is no lear and objetive riterion to measure this. The situation is di�erent

in onept-learning, where the quality of the output of a system is measured in

terms of auray. Therefore, as frequently done in oneptual lustering (f.

[9℄), we will measure the quality of the obtained lusters using the auray with

whih these lusters an be used for predition.

5.1 Experimental setup

Originally, mutageniity was represented by a number on a logarithmi sale.

For predition purposes, a moleule is onsidered to be of lass positive if this

number is positive, and is of lass negative otherwise. In all experiments we use

eulidean distane metris based on the numerial information about moleules,

i.e. their logp, lumo and logm (whih stands for log-mutageniity, the number

desribing the ativity of the moleule) values. Several distane metris have

been tried out. First of all, supervised learning (using logm for distane ompu-

tation) was ompared to unsupervised learning (using logp and lumo). This was

done for three di�erent hypothesis languages orresponding to the bakground



knowledges BG1-BG3 as de�ned in [14℄. BG1 ontains only strutural informa-

tion (atoms and bonds), BG2 adds to this the harges of eah individual atom,

BG3 adds to BG2 the lumo and logp values of eah moleule.

In order to evaluate the results of the lustering algorithm,we have omputed

auraies as follows. For a whole luster the logm value of the prototypial

element is omputed. If this is a positive number, then the whole luster is

predited to be positive, otherwise negative. The observed lass of an example

is then ompared with the lass of its luster. Classi�ation auray on the

regression-friendly set is based on tenfold rossvalidation, for the regression-

unfriendly set a leave-one-out proedure was adopted.

5.2 Classi�ation Auray

In a �rst experiment we ompare supervised and unsupervised lustering, on

both the regression-friendly and regression-unfriendly datasets. Table 1 shows

the results of our experiments. The results for supervised learning an be om-

pared with results obtained with other systems (Progol, TILDE), but for unsu-

pervised learning this omparison is harder in the ase of BG1 and BG2, sine C

0.5 does use logp and lumo information during the indution proess, even if the

theories that are derived do not use them. For the regression-friendly data we

have inluded results obtained with the TILDE system. The re�nement opera-

tor and other parameters were exatly the same in C 0.5 as in TILDE, only the

minimal overage of lusters was higher (10 examples for the regression-friendly

data, 4 for the regression-unfriendly data) beause C 0.5 does not have a good

stopping riterion yet. We have not tried to �nd an optimal value for the minimal

overage, but onsistently used 10 (or 4).

Table 1 shows that the results of both supervised and unsupervised learning

are omparable with results for TILDE (with the exeption of BG3 where a

signi�antly lower sore is obtained). Espeially for unsupervised learning this

is a surprise. It shows that lumo and logp are very losely related to the lass;

examples with similar lumo and logp values often have the same lass. This

explains in part why FOIL, on the Mutagenesis dataset with BG3, �nds a theory

simply onsisting of a large number of intervals for logp and lumo (see [14℄).

In order to hek this out in more detail, we have additionally experimented

(on BG2) with distanes based on logp only, on lumo only, and on the three

numerial values together. Results are shown in Table 2 (�rst row). There are

no signi�ant di�erenes for the di�erent distane funtions.

The results on the regression-unfriendly set (Table 1) are muh harder to

explain. The expeted behaviour (less auray for unsupervised than for super-

vised learning) ours learly in BG3, but not in BG1 and BG2. We do not have

an explanation for this.

5.3 Learning From Inomplete Examples

Next to omparing di�erent distane funtions, Table 2 also shows what happens

if numerial information is missing. The dataset was hanged so that the lumo



information was removed in approximately 50% of the models, hosen at random

(every model has probability 0.5 of having this value removed), and the same was

done independently for logp and logm values. This was repeated with removal of

75% or 90% of the information.

Table 2 shows that in the absene of a lot of information, lassi�ation au-

ray slowly dereases. However, when using a distane measure that ombines

several numerial attributes, prototypes an be omputed more aurately than

if only one numerial attribute is used. Absene of information about one at-

tribute an be ompensated for by knowledge of another value. This auses the

distane funtion using all three attributes (lumo, logp, logm) to be very robust

w.r.t. missing information; preditive auray dereases more slowly.

These results suggest that even if more ompliated distane funtions do

not yield higher auray when all information is present, they make learning

from inomplete examples more feasible.

Regression friendly Regression unfriendly

unsupervised supervised TILDE unsupervised supervised TILDE

BG1 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.83

BG2 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.74 0.76 0.83

BG3 0.79 0.78 0.85 0.71 0.86 0.79

Table 1. Comparison of supervised and unsupervised lustering on both regression-

friendly and unfriendly data; results with TILDE inluded for referene.

available

numerial data lumo logp lumo+logp logm lumo+logp+logm

100% 0.79 0.79 0.81 0.80 0.81

50% 0.77 0.79 0.81 0.78 0.79

25% 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.77

10% 0.65 0.65 0.67 0.67 0.74

Table 2. Classi�ation auraies obtained on BG2 with several distane funtions,

and on several levels of missing information.

6 Related Work

Our work is related to KBG [1℄, whih performs �rst order agglomerative lus-

tering but employs a �rst order distane measure, to RIBL [8℄, a �rst order

instane based learner, and to Kramer's SRT [10℄, whih builds �rst order re-

gression trees. Our work also exploits many of the ideas ontained in Langley's

book, as he makes the link between TDIDT and lustering.
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